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Traditionally, elements of the third cohomotogy gruup H’( 
with coeficient in the G-module A is interpreted as ob~~ct~~n 
by G, where H contains A as its center. More prec 
showed: 
(1) There is a mapping Obs: the set of abstract kern 
(2) Obs is surjective (realization of obstructions); 
(3) An abstract kernel is associated with an extension of H 
the obstruction vanishes; 
(4) If an extension H by G exists, then th 
extensions i in one-to-one correspofidence with 
It is also known that Obs is not bijective. In thi 
H3(G, A) naturally corresponds to the se 
extensions. Such a theorem is first p 
calculations and as a result, nuturality is not pro 
functorial and is completely free of tticky 
it reveals also that the set of equivalence c 
structure and the correspondence is ac 
After we interpret M’(G, A), we also d 
kernels-+ H’(G, A) and prove the cl 
natural (in G) and we do not know if this 
Eilenberg and NacLane. Moreover, in our c 
trivial and the proofs for (3) and (4) 
correspondence in (4) depends on certain choice of m 
natural. 
The treatment presented bore is genr, 
1. 1 
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~:O+A-=+E$+&+G+l wherztheactionof 4(h),kEEl (11) * 
on A is conjugation by h and the acitions of Ez on A coincides with that induced by 
It follows then A is central in En. We define equivalence relationin the obvious 
way and denote the set of equivalence classes by Sext*(G, A), 
Pxu?podt~on 1. In each equivalence class of extensions there is a representative with 
2 free. 
P~sof, Let l+ R + F-, G --) 1 be a .free presentation SE G. Construct the 
following diagram: 
where F is free and 2, is a pullback diagram. It is easy to see that 2 is also a 
pullback diagram of F-groups. Therefore { is a special extension of A by G with 
E2 free. 
If we fix the presentation 14 R 4 F 4 G + 1, then the universal property of 
pullbacks implies that in each equivalence class [t], all extensions 
O-, A --) Hi --) F 4 G + 8 are essentially the same, i.e., all fi are isomorphic. We 
shall call such extensions the canonical representatives of the class [[] relative to the 
presentation. In the rest ~4 this paper, we shall fix the free presentation of G. 
If now f : l+ A + H + F J+ G + 1 is a canonical extension, then since R is 
free, the sequence l--)9 A --, H Q(\ R --) 1. splits (as groups!). But A is central in H 
SO H = A x R (as groups). Thus if we use: G& to denote the abelianization of G, we 
fiave an exact sequence of abelian groups. 
O+A-+H&+R&+O (13) . 
P~~,~posYtion 2. We can endow Hab with a G-module structure so that (1.3) is an 
exact sequence of G-modules. 
Pmf. Suppose s : R * H splits (Y’. Then each element x E H can be uniquely 
expressed as x = a, +scr’(x).Ifp(f)= Q E G, we define an action of a on x by 
0.x = oa, + sa ‘(f 9 x) mod [H, H], the commutator subgroup of H. (14) l 
Te, see that this is well-defined, we must show that if f’ = t$ r E R, d(f’ l X) 
s l x) mod [H$ H]. Indeed, 
The rest of the ‘pioposi tjlott is clear if we recall that p(f) = 
U l [r] = pip]. 
We recall that if 1. 9 R -+ F 4 G 4 I is exact, then thp: 
G-modules, [4], 
This sequence and the sequence (1.3) combined give a lon ‘3 
Jd:04A 4Ha,4zG@--4~G40. 
The assignment mod : [$j --) [lmod] defines amap from 
Conversely, for each element [G] of Ex&(Xa, A) 
‘ccarwflic41 ‘,’ representative 
(ZG @dF is free for F is free). Construct he followin 
e,:O-,A-+M’.-, F4 G-d 
I I 
c 
04A4M4 E- G-,1 
whereP=FI[R,R],do=o-l,a(f)=(f-l)qpl,H 
C a pullback diagram. 11, is a clear that the 
hence + is a canonical_extension. The assigr 
H!( G, A ) to Sext2(G, A). 
Proof. We show that 
homomorphism M’+ 
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R&marks, (1) From this proof, we see clearly that H3(G, A ) really corresponds to 
F-sequences l+ A + H -+ R -+ 1 and an element is zero if, and only if, the 
corresponding sequence 1 -+ A. + H + R + 1 splits not only as group but also as 
F-groups. If this is the case we say that the class containing 
l-,A+H+F+G-+l is trivial or zero. 
(2) It is easy to make Sext’(G, A) into a group in view of (1). We simply operate 
on the sequences1 O-,A-,H+R+l. If we do this, then the map 
mod : Sext’( G, A ) + H3( G, A ) becomes an isomorphism of groups. 
2, 
Recall that for every exact sequence of groups 19 H + E -+ G + 1 we have a 
homomorphism $ : G + CPut H, where Out H is the outer automorphism group of 
hi. The triple (h, G ; $) is called an abstract kernel associated with the extension 
i --) H + E --) G + 1, The classical theorems on abstract kernels are the following, 
1.5, pp. 124-129): 
(1) To each abstract kernel, there corresponds an element in H3(GP A), where 
A = center of H (the correspondence is not bijective). This element is called the 
obstruction class of the abstract kernel. 
(2) Every (61 E H3(G, A ) can be realized as coming from an abstract kernel 
associated with an extension of G by some group H. 
(3) An abstract kernel (Is,, G ; @) comes from an extension of G by H if, and only 
if, the obstruction class is zero. 
(4) All extensions of G by H giving rise to the same abstract kernel are in 
one-one correspondence vith H2( G, A ). 
In our setting, these the;orems are quite easy to prove. (1) and (2) are almost 
trivial and (3) becomes clear after we analyze (4). 
Pmposiltion 0. (1) Every &tract kernel (H, G ; I)) corresponds naturally (in G) to 
an element in H3(G, A ); 
(2) The above correspondnence is swrjective. 
Proof. (1) is clear from the following diagram: 
O-+A-H+AutH-,OutH+l 
(2 I) . 
5,:O-+A-+H-+P,p G-1 
where J? is a pullback diagram. The extension &, is called the obstwtion cla~ss of
A--+H+F-+G 1 be a canonical extension in which F is free on 
nerators (so that is exactly the center of H). Then there is clearly 
an induced map @ : G --) Out H making the diagram 
commutative, where m (;E) = mf is the automorphism of M ii 
on M. If [+ is the as&a&d special exten&n of (H% G; 
F-P P# since F is free and [[I = [&I. 
We now turn our attention to F yoblems (3) and (4). W 
extension 14 H+ E + G! --) 1 induces the abstract kernel (& 
there is a map a! : E =+ P4 making the diagram 
commutative. If O-, A --) H + F * G + I is 8 qmonkd r 
then there is a map p : F+ P,. 
Lemma 5. (1) There is Q homomorphism 31: F- & dth a * 
(2) If +I : F + E also has the property that Q l + 
F-derivation 9 : F+ A. 
Proof. (1) All we have to show is that Im$ CImq, 
that e, f are both mapped to the same lement u in 0.1% 
where pGo is the automorphism of H by cmjuga\‘i, 
(pkp 8) E Im aa 
(2) For f E F, we clearly have &(f)#iv)-’ = h GZ H. Bst 
via & ph has to operate on H triviaUy. Therefore !L E AIL 
Then ’ 
This proves (2). 
The F-homomorphis @ : F-45 in 
$ : R ++ H which makes the di 
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H+P, 
6 
T T 
(2 2) . 
R+F 
commutative. Conversely, if & is an F-homomorphism making (2.2) commutative, 
let H x ,F be the semidirect product of H and l? The subset S = 
t(#(r), i(r)--‘) I t e R 1 is a normal subgroup of If X ,F. The projection of H X p to 
via F clearly kills S. Thus, if we let EG = II x F/S, we have a homomorphism 
-+ G, The kernel of p is easily checked to be H. To summarize, we have 
constructed a commutative diagram with exact rows. 
The lower sequence of (2.3) indeed gives the abstract kernel (H, G ; +) for we can 
define a homomorphism a’: E$ --+ P by a,‘[@, f)] = (pmt5 p(f)), where ph is the 
inner automorphism induced by h and mf the automorphism of H induced by the 
action of f. Simple calculation shows that Q!’ is a homomorphism and 
is commutative. We are ‘qow ready to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 6. (1) An abstract kernel (H, G ; t/t) is associated with an extension 
13 H -+ E + G + 1 if, a’ad only if, the obstruction class is zero. 
(2) If the obstruction claJps of (H, G ; @) is zero, then the set of equivdsrlence lass of 
extensions with abstract kernel (H, G; #) is in one-one correspondence with 
H*(G, A ), where A is the center of H. 
Proof. (1) If the abstract k’ernel (H, G ; t#i) comes from the extension 
l+ H + E -+ G + 1, then the lemma says that there is an F-homomorphism 
(3; : R + H making (2.2) commutative. Define s : R + H’ by r + (i(r), r). Clearly s 
is an F-homomorphism and the sequence I + A --) H’+ R --) I is split as an 
F-homomorphism. 
Conversely, if the obstruction class is zero, then the construction described in 
es an with the abstract kernel (H, G ; #). 
rst, we noted that in the lemma, a different choice of JI : .F+E would 
--j H by an F-derivation $ : F + A. On the other hand, if we replace $ 
rivat~o~ from F to A, the construction (2.3) gives an 
--+ G 1. Let m : E& --) & be the map defined by 
If’(i3, A) arui oiimaions of 
m ([(h, f)]) = [(h + Wf),f)]e ‘hen m is 
l-+H-*E#j+@, + G-+ 1 is equivalent s I-4&+ 
shown that tiie set of equivalent extensions with 
one-one correspondence with the set of Fehom&n 
the set of F-derivations from F to A, 
Secondly, we see that if &, $2 are two ~~~~rnorn~ 
commutative, then 8 : R --) H, given by 8(r) = #~(r)~~~r)-~~ 
to A. If r; r’ E R, then 
= *l(r)*2(r)-‘~~(rv)*2(r’)“” ( 
= e(r)i?3(r’). 
Thus 8 is a homomorphism. If f E F9 then 
= e(t) 
or e(f l t) = f. e(r). Thus two such &, #a differ only 
R to A. If we compare alI such F-homomqh 
fixed one, the set of such F-homomorphi 
with HomF(R, A). 
Finally, the short exact sequence O-, -4!!G 
sequence 
Horn* (ZG @dF, A)3 Hemp (
Thus putting all the information 
equivalence classes of extensions 
correspondence with H2(G, A). 
tagether, 
in “the given 
the extensiotts is sirn~~y 
TPle ~~~ati~n is cl 
loo Y-C. wu 
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